….. For Your Easy Panel Connections
Tasker has enlarged his range of accessories by adding connectors and
panel adapters. All of them made of metal, with standard “D” shape and gold
plated contacts 24K-1,0µ.
The metallic structure guarantees a perfect shielding even in case of
frequent applications.
Three of them are for data transmission, below the details:
Two types for the nowdays very common USB connection: the TP01 that
allows to connect an USB B type to an USB A type and the Tasker TP02
that allows you to do exactly the contrary, so going from an USB type B to an
USB type A.
The TP40 is a panel adapter for the LAN Cat.6A cable for RJ45 connections.
It is a very easy installation product that makes your patch cords really
versatile.
All of the above mentioned products can be widely used in the electronic
sector.
Other three are suitable for the Video transmission:
tasker TP11 is a soldering BNC connector with a female socket on the front
and a soldering spoon that makes the junction operation easier.
The TP10 is a BNC adapter with a BNC connector on both sides.
As last we have Tasker TP30 that is a panel adapter from HDMI
type A to an HDMI type B, a very common and used product among the
newest market technologies.
The last model, the TP20, is advised for the Audio sector; it is a soldering RCA
connector with a female socket available in four different colours: Red, Black,
Yellow and White.

All these products are suitable for many different installations such as
recording/broadcast studio, mixer console and control rooms.
The dimensional scheme shown in the below picture is valid for all the
panel adapters and plugs.
Tasker daily strives to research and develop new products and materials,
also creating custom productions, which allow you to have a specific
solution for every single customer and to anticipate always the upcoming
technologies, providing new products to meet the needs of today and
tomorrow.
We are always ready to realize customized cables with production and
delivery time that never exceed 20 working days.

